EDGE_DESIGN

MANUFACTURING

LONDON_SHOWROOM

Edge Design’s sole objective is to provide the very
best contemporary furnishing design for a diverse
range of applications.

Millstream Works
Mill Road
Leighton Buzzard
Bedfordshire
LU7 1BA

First Floor
21-22 Great Sutton Street
Clerkenwell
London
EC1V 0DY

t: +44 (0) 1525 376181

t: +44 (0) 20 7253 7277

We boast comprehensive “In-House” production
and design capabilities but are also delighted to
be able to work with many independent
designers.
All products are produced in our Bedfordshire
based production facility.

e: sales@edgedesign.furniture
www.edgedesign.furniture
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WHO_ARE_EDGE_DESIGN_?
Edge Design, part of Pledge Office Chairs, has over 45
years’ experience in the design and manufacture of high
quality ergonomic task and upholstered seating for office,
educational and public environments.
The company is built upon strong foundations that has
allowed it to grow in size and manufacturing capacity
establishing a highly respected position within the UK
furniture manufacturing sector.
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WHAT_CAN_WE_DO_?
With skilled production staff and a strong speciﬁer support
team Edge Design is able to assist in putting forward high
quality seating for general and project speciﬁc
applications.
Our seating ranges include task, executive, posture,
meeting room, conference, break-out, atrium, bistro, beam,
reception and high stools.
Ranges designed for Co-Working and Activity-Based
working environments form an important part of our total
offering.
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RIBA_&_NBS

RIBA_PRODUCT_SELECTOR

NATIONAL_BIM_LIBRARY

Edge Design provides a professional specification support
service to architects and designers.
We understand the requirement for speed and accuracy in
all our responses to specifiers working under pressure to
critical deadlines.
We work closely with the RIBA & NBS and products are
available as Level 2 compliant BIM objects on the NBS
National BIM Library and our own website.
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REVIT_&_BIM_MODELLING
Edge Design understand that architectural specifiers are
looking for design flair and quality including a
manufacturer who understands the architectural process
and is able to provide the necessary information accurately
and quickly.
We produce fully NBS Level 2 compliant BIM Revit files as
well as 2D and 3D planning icons.
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DESIGNERS

LYDIA_ADDISON

DAVID_FOX

JASON_LANSDALE

The Edge Design collection has an
established and dedicated in-house
design team who are constantly
developing new product ideas in response
to market trends and requirements.

Since leaving university Lydia has worked
in the furniture design industry and
ensures that she follows each of her
creations from concept to final product
launch including all technical aspects.

In 2001 David Fox set up his own design
consultancy, which specialises in
Furniture and Industrial Design projects.

Jason Lansdale specialises in the design
and development of seating, system
furniture and furniture related product
design for the office, contract, hospitality
and leisure markets.

Edge Design also works in partnership
with a number of designers to enhance
our product offering, and to allow “fresh”
input in development.

She believes that it is crucial to strike a
balance between a great final product,
and consideration of its manufacturability,
material and production practicality.

Refinement, balance and proportion are
crucial in the development process.
His timeless simplistic approach to
design, has been welcomed by the A&D
community for over a decade.

Prior to establishing his own design studio
in 2008 he pursued working alongside
some of the UK's most notable designers,
in design consultancy and manufacturing.
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NATTA design: EDGE DESIGN
With its simplicity of form it can achieve a subtle effect and
still provide an excellent solution to any meeting and
breakout environment.
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“Chapel”

Blue: Nauru - 7003.16
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NATTA design: EDGE DESIGN
Natta features a low table and bench seating system or
high table with stools. Natta offers a solution to a variety
of functions and applications.
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Red: Nauru - 7003.08
Blue: Nauru - 7003.16 / Pattern: Flourish - 150
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RIPPLE design: EDGE DESIGN
The retro look of this mid-sized lounge style chair is
captured by the clean lines and soft upholstery.
The gentle curves and seam detail are stunning.
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“Staircase”

Grey: Shelly - Moon Mist
Cream: Shelly - Rice Milk / Blue: Shelly - Haze
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RIPPLE design: EDGE DESIGN
Ripple is available with a raised wooden or polished
aluminium base.
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Cream: Shelly - Rice Milk / Blue: Shelly - Haze
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FIFTEEN design: JASON LANSDALE
Fifteen soft seating range is designed for the office
furniture, hospitality and leisure markets, comprising
freestanding and modular elements.
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“Hall”

Blue: Antigua - 7001.28 / Green: Antigua - 7001.39
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FIFTEEN design: JASON LANSDALE
Pod and dining units combined with privacy booths create
the perfect environment for intimate and open space areas.
The radial system is designed to create layouts suitable for
meetings, conferences and relaxation.
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Blue: Antigua - 7001.28 / Green: Antigua - 7001.39
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SPIRIT_ROCKING design: EDGE DESIGN
The Spirit Rocking chair is a versatile twist on the original
Spirit & Spirit Lite chair design.
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“Orangery”

Blue: Synergy - Order / Orange: Synergy - Congregate
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SPIRIT_ROCKING design: EDGE DESIGN
With all of the comfort and design features associated with
Spirit, the rocking chair uses a metal frame on beech
wooden runners providing a smooth rocking motion.
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Brown: Synergy - Aﬃx / Orange: Synergy - Congregate
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FENCE design: EDGE DESIGN
A wonderful seating system designed to provide the
perfect solution to small and large breakout and reception
areas.
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“Greenhouse”

Grey: Purdey - Zinc
Green: Purdey - Wasabi / Purple: Purdey - Redcurrant
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FENCE design: EDGE DESIGN
The range features single units for intimate areas and
much larger configurations where space is adequate.
An option of a back with side screens provides even more
privacy making Fence a very versatile range.
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Grey: Purdey - Zinc
Green: Purdey - Wasabi / Purple: Purdey - Redcurrant
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WAVE design: EDGE DESIGN
Subtle stitching detail and sumptuous upholstery provide
Wave with a modern look and inviting form.
A reclined back and sweeping arms maximise comfort.
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“Control”

Beige: Antigua - 7001.04 / Dark Blue: Antigua - 7001.28
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WAVE design: EDGE DESIGN
Wave is unique and distinctive chair available with a
raised wooden or polished aluminium base.
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Light Blue: Antigua - 7001.24
Beige: Antigua - 7001.04 / Dark Blue: Antigua - 7001.28
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ME_MYSELF_&_I design: LYDIA ADDISON
With the growth of open and breakout areas in the office
space, and the lean towards more contemporary seating
styles, Me, Myself & I with its three back heights provides a
relaxed and collective seating solution.
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“Pool”

Grey: Blazer - Aberlour / Pattern: Honeycomb - Buzz
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ME_MYSELF_&_I design: LYDIA ADDISON
The mid back version is also available in a two seat variant
extending the products versatility.
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Grey: Blazer - Aberlour / Pattern: Honeycomb - Buzz
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RENDEZVOUS design: JASON LANSDALE
A multi-functional table system providing solutions for
break out, touch down areas and structured office
environments.
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“Piano”

Grey Stool: Blazer - Surrey
Grey Screen: Blazer Lite - True / Blue Screen: Blazer Lite - Wish
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RENDEZVOUS design: JASON LANSDALE
Rendezvous compromises of collaborative workspaces for
two, four and six people both permanent and transient.
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Grey Stool: Blazer - Surrey / Red Stool: Blazer - Handcross
Grey Screen: Blazer Lite - True / Red Screen: Blazer Lite - Devoted
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RUNNA design: DAVID FOX
With its combination of stylish design and distinctive
upholstery, Runna is a breakout chair which expresses
luxury and elegance.
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“Mine”

Yellow: Mainline Flax - Tooting
Blue: Mainline Flax - Stanmore / Yellow: Mainline Flax - Camden
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RUNNA design: DAVID FOX
The range features a high and low back arm chair, two
stools sizes, a coffee table and side table.
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Yellow: Mainline Flax - Tooting
Blue: Mainline Flax - Stanmore / Yellow: Mainline Flax - Camden
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ENVIRONMENTAL_POLICY

CHAIN_OF_CUSTODY

CARBON_NEUTRAL

QUALITY_&_STANDARDS

Edge Design are confident that we have
an environmental policy which commits
us to reducing waste and energy.

The Company recognises that it has a duty
to reduce, wherever possible, the impact
of its operations on the environment.

As a company we carry out constant
independent testing to make sure that all
our products are durable and safe.

With a clearly defined set of objectives,
our aim is to ensure that Edge Design is
run in an environmentally friendly and
sustainable manner with the minimum
amount of impact to the environment.

Therefore, Edge Design accepts that
verification, by one of the accredited,
independent, certification contractors is a
preferred means of proving that chairs
with wooden component parts actually
possess the environmentally friendly
attributes claimed.

As a manufacturer, we believe we should
ensure that the company, as a whole,
produces the smallest carbon footprint
possible.
It is our belief that Edge Design can
achieve a greater reduction in its overall
environmental impact and we consider
this to be our responsibility.

We believe we have more products tested
and certified than many other
manufacturers, and will test products for
certification should it be required to fulfil
a tender specification.
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MORE_PRODUCTS

Björn

Koko

Parade

Daisy

Kind Meeting

Spirit Lite

Kind Mesh

Xross

Zone

Lark

La Kendò

Spirit Lounge

Key

Intro

Tonic

Fifteen Diner

EDGE_DESIGN
Edge Design means exciting style and imaginative concepts.
We continue to develop task and soft seating ranges that
provide visually attractive and very practical solutions for
the working environments of today and the future.
We look forward to working with you.

THANKS TO:
Architectural Photographer - Roman Robroek
www.romanrobroek.nl

